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To the Beat of the Big City.

The Force Mega Solar from Junghans combines precise time technology with resilient materials. A sustainable design for the urban Zeitgeist.
Time affords us an enormous amount of pleasure, if we could only decide of our own free will
how it should be formulated. The new Force Mega Solar models from Junghans are inspired
precisely by this sense of freedom. Innovative time technologies, state-of-the-art
design and stylish colours symbolize the urban Zeitgeist.
Resilient ceramic and titanium materials guarantee maximum wear comfort and
establish the Force Mega Solar as the ideal companion for all situations encountered on an everyday basis. Even the risk of scratching while pursuing sporting
activities is no longer a concern: A premium grade ceramic case with sapphire
crystal provides reliable protection for the glass solar cells, as well as for the
movement - developed and crafted in Schramberg - within the watch. Resilient
and water resistant, the comfortable lightweight rubber strap is available in
sharply contrasting black, stylish brown or contemporary khaki. The PVD-coated
titanium folding clasp guarantees a secure fastening.

With the invention of the first radio-controlled solar watch in the world in 1993, Junghans devised
a convenient system which eliminated the need for setting or charging the watch. This technical
luxury is still appreciated by watch aficionados to this day. A perpetual calendar, automatic
changeover of the multi-frequency radio-controlled movement from summertime to winter time,
as well as compatibility with the user-friendly MEGA App contribute toward a remarkable time
comfort across the globe. This is all accomplished with maximum efficiency: An intelligent sleep
mode ensures a power reserve of nearly two years for the solar-powered movement.
Forge your own time entirely at your leisure. Leave the
constraints of everyday life behind you and open up to a
whole new world of possibilities. Effective time technologies, premium grade materials and a completely modern
look – the new Force Mega Solar models exemplify the
sense of urban freedom.

Force Mega Solar
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Movement:

Multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84
Big date display, perpetual calendar, App-connected automatic reception
of time signal transmitters DCF77, MSF, JJY40/60, WWVB60, power reserve up to 21 months, automatic sleep mode after 72 hours without exposure to light

Case:

Ceramic, polished or matt finish, Ø 40.4 mm, height 8.2 mm
Sapphire crystal, 4-times screwed ceramic case back

Dial:

Glass solar cells
Dial markings with environmentally-friendly Superluminova luminous substance in white, brown or khaki

Hands:

With environmentally-friendly luminous substance
Second hand with environmentally-friendly Superluminova luminous substance

Strap:

Synthetic rubber strap with titanium buckle, PVD-coated

Water-resistance: Up to 5 bar

